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AB STRACT
Purpose: Osteoarthritis is one the most common chronic diseases of the joints that mostly
affects knee joint. Low power laser is one the minimally invasive treatments of osteoarthritis.
However, the efficacy of this therapy is still controversial. This study aimed to evaluate the
efficacy of low power laser therapy in reducing pain and increasing knee range of motion
compared to placebo laser.
Methods: This study was a double-blind clinical trial performed at a day clinic in Tehran, Iran,
from March 2016 to February 2017. Treatment for both groups comprised 10 sessions, 5 times a
week. In this study, low power laser with a wavelength of 810 nm and a power of 100 mW at 8
points was applied around the knee during two weeks of treatment. At the same time, laser was
applied in the placebo group, but the power output was zero. Data analyses were performed by
repeated measures ANOVA test using SPSS version 20.

Keywords:

Results: The mean pain score at rest (P=0.691), as well as at activity (P=0.751) were not
significantly different between the two groups. The range of motion of knee flexion (P=0.435),
and the range of motion of knee extension (P=0.885) showed no significant difference between
two groups. Both interventions over time lead to a significant change in pain at rest and at activity
and also increase in the range of motion in knee flexion and extension (P<0.05).

Osteoarthritis, Knee, Low
power laser, Physical
therapy

Conclusion: Both placebo treatment with routine physiotherapy and active laser therapy with
routine physiotherapy decreased knee pain and increased knee range of motion in patients
affected with osteoarthritis and there was no significant difference between two therapies.
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1. Introduction

steoarthritis is one of the most common
chronic diseases of the joints with many
physical and psychological complications
as well as huge costs for society [1, 2].
Prevalence of osteoarthritis is rising because of obesity and population aging [3, 4]. The knee
joint is one of the most common joints that is affected
by osteoarthritis [5-7]. Half of the people older than 50
years report some pain in their knees during a year and
about 25% of those who reach the age of 50, report knee
pain [5]. Women are more affected than men [1, 8]. The
disease occurs when the dynamic balance between destruction and repair of knee cartilage tissue is interrupted
[1, 3, 9] and often where mechanical stress is more than
that could be tolerated by joint tissue [9]. Osteoarthritis
of the knee is characterized by destruction of articular
cartilage, muscle atrophy, and dysfunction of the ligament; clinical manifestations of the disease include joint
pain, stiffness, decreased motion, deepening changes,
and disruption of daily activities [1, 9].

Osteoarthrosis has no definitive cure [10-12], however,
some treatments are recommended [3, 9, 13]. One of the
non-invasive treatments for knee osteoarthritis is application of laser power. Given the inflammatory nature of
osteoarthritis, laser therapy is believed to be effective by
reducing inflammation [9, 11, 14]. It also promotes fibroblasts, collagen synthesis, cell oxygen recovery, and
bone remodeling [7, 12]. Recently, low-power laser has
gained popularity in physiotherapy, but the effectiveness
of the laser is still controversial [15]. Laser efficacy depends on 4 factors of wavelength, duration of treatment,
dose, and areas of the application [4, 13, 16]. High prevalence of osteoarthritis and its effect on quality of life
highlights the importance of identifying the appropriate
approach to treat it. This study aimed to investigate the
effectiveness of a low-power laser in reducing pain and
increasing the range of motion, compared to placebo laser group. The laser was administered with a wavelength
of 810 nm and power of 100 mW at 8 points around the
knee for two weeks.

2. Materials and Methods
This study was a double-blind clinical trial study,
which was conducted in Shahed Clinic, Tehran, Iran.
In this study, 40 patients (men and women) participated
with knee osteoarthritis. Orthopedics practitioner evaluated patients before entering the study.
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Inclusion criteria included diagnosis of knee joint osteoarthritis based on diagnostic criteria of the American College of Rheumatology and doctor’s diagnosis,
radiographic image with intensity of 2 to 4 based on the
category of Kellgren and Lawrence, having at least three
months of knee pain, aged between 40 and 60 years,
acute and chronic osteoarthritis, at least three months of
having passed since the last physiotherapy, and severity of pain between 3 and 10 based on the visual scale
of pain. In addition, exclusion criteria comprised taking anti-inflammatory drugs during the study, having
hip osteoarthritis symptoms; any disease that has laser
counter-indication such as diabetes and cancer, history
of surgery and trauma to the knee, neurological diseases,
and various types of rheumatologic diseases.
A total of 40 people with knee osteoarthritis voluntarily
participated in this study based on inclusion and exclusion criteria and were assigned randomly (using random
blocks) in the intervention group (real laser therapy,
conventional physiotherapy, and therapeutic exercise)
and the control group (placebo treatment, conventional
physiotherapy, and exercise therapy). Treatment was
provided for both groups 5 sessions per week and for 10
sessions. Sports exercises that were given to both groups
included training for lower limbs with straight knee in
supine position and isometric contraction of the quadriceps muscle 30 times a day.
In this research, we used the Metron laser model B-860
(made in Australia) with a wavelength of 810 nm, the
power of 100 mW and the diameter of 5 mm. Eight
points (three points on the inside of the knee, three points
on the outside of the knee, and two on the internal edges
of the tendon of the muscle of the biceps femoris and
tandinosis in the popliteal cavity) were emitted with
a dose of 7 Jules per point for 70 seconds with a total
dose of 56 Jules at each session. The placebo group also
lasted for 70 seconds in these places, but the laser had
no output. Assessments including pain intensity in rest
and activity (walking) were conducted with the help of
the visual scale of pain measurement and measuring the
flexion and extension of the knee with goniometer. These
assessments were done before the intervention, after the
intervention, and finally after 2 weeks of follow-up.
This study was confirmed and conducted at the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Social
Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences and ethics principles, including providing sufficient explanations to
the participants, information confidentiality and so on
were observed and their informed consent forms were
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obtained.Data analyses were done by repeated measurement test using SPSS Version 20.

difference between the mean scores of knee extension
movement range (P=0.885).

3. Results

4. Discussion

Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of
samples. Also, to evaluate the effectiveness of low-power laser after two weeks, first the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test was performed among the intervention and control
groups, and given the normal distribution of data, parametric t test was used to examine the similarity of the
two groups before treatment. Moreover, to study the effect and stability of low-power laser, the repeated measurement method was used and the results are presented
in Tables 2 and 3.

This study showed that the effectiveness of low-power
laser in reducing pain and improving the range of motion in patients with knee osteoarthritis is similar to the
effectiveness of the placebo laser. Low-power laser is
recognized as an appropriate medical modality to treat
knee osteoarthritis in animals and humans and can be
used along with acupuncture or exercise [17]. Studies
have shown that laser reduces inflammation [18-20]. Evidence strongly suggests that laser can reduce acute pain
with modulation of inflammatory markers such as PGE2,
mRNA Cox 2, IL-1β, TNFα [21]. Moreover, laser can
repair joint cartilage, proliferate cartilage cells, and synthesize and secret the extracellular matrix [22]. Ohshiro
study showed that the laser had positive effects on blood
flow and temperature, and thereby on reducing pain [23].

According to Table 3, the intervention significantly
decreased the pain variable in the rest mode over time
(P<0.0001). However, the variable effect of the group
was not significant, i.e. there was no significant difference between the mean scores of pain in the resting
mode (P=0.691). According to Table 3, there was no significant difference between the mean scores of pain at
the rest (P=0.691). Also there was no significant difference between the mean scores of active mode (P=0.751)
and the variable effect of the group was not significant.
However, the variable effect of the group was not
significant, i.e. there was no significant difference between the mean scores of knee flexion movement range
(P=0.435). Moreover, intervention caused a significant
decrease in the variable of knee extension movement
range (P<0.0001). However, the variable effect of the
group was not significant, i.e. there was no significant

According to the Global Laser Association, the lowest
density energy useful for treating knee arthritis is 4 Jules
at any point and a wavelength of 780-860 or 904 nm, 2
weeks duration of treatment every day or up to 3 and 4
weeks every other day [12]. In Tascioqu et al. study, one
group received laser with a wavelength of 830 nm and a
dose of 1.5 Jules at any point, other group received laser
with 3 Jules per point, and the other group which was
placebo received no intervention. The treatment continued for 2 weeks and 10 sessions but the laser therapy
could not reduce pain [24]. However, in Fudka et al.
study, a laser with a wavelength of 904 nm was used in
patients with knee osteoarthritis for three days a week

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of samples and results of independent sample t test to compare two groups before the
intervention
Variable

Control Group

Intervention Group

P

Age (y)

53±5.8

52.3±4.9

0.688

Body Mass Index (kg/m2)

28.6±4.3

28±4.1

0.625

Female

16

17

Male

4

3

Grade 2

6

7

Grade 3

11

10

Grade 4

3

3

One-way

9

11

Two-way

11

9

Gender (male/female)

Severity of knee arthrosis (based on k-l)

Knee involvement

0.67

0.94

0.52
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Table 2. Comparison of pain variables during rest and activity, and the range of flexion and extension of the knee in two
groups of intervention and control
Time of Variable Measurement

Placebo Laser Group With Routine
Physiotherapy

Active Laser Group With Routine
Physiotherapy

Pretest

5.1±1.2

5.9±1.2

Posttest

4.05±1

3.65±1

After two weeks of follow up

4.10±0.73

3.87±0.91

P of ANOVA repeated measurement

0.052

<0.0001

Pretest

6.55±1

7.40±1.1

Posttest

5.70±1.1

4.50±1

After two weeks of follow up

5.30±1

4.80±0.67

P of ANOVA repeated measurement

0.002

<0.0001

After two weeks of follow up

117.80±4.4

118.93±2.8

P of ANOVA repeated measurement

<0.0001

<0.0001

Pretest

5.10±2.9

4.60±2.7

Posttest

4.35±2.5

3.60±2.1

After two weeks of follow up

3±2

3±2.1

P of ANOVA repeated measurement

0.003

<0.0001

Pain in rest

Pain in activity

Knee flexion movement
range

Knee extension movement
range
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and 9 sessions. In this study every point was emitted
with 3 Jules power and finally the study result showed
effectiveness of laser, compared with the placebo in
reducing pain and improving function [22]. Our study
was similar to Bulow et al. study who emitted laser with
wavelength of 830 nm and a total dose of 22.5 Jules on 9
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points around the knee. Both the active laser and placebo
groups induced improvement in patients and there was
no significant difference between two groups [25]. In a
blinded clinical trial carried out in 2015 by Meneses et
al. in Brazil, low-power laser effects (904 nm) and static
stroke exercises were administered and investigated in

Table 3. The results of ANOVA with repeated measurements with regard to pain variables in rest and activity, and flexion and
extension of the knee
Variable

Sum of Squares

df

Sum of Squares

F

P

Pain in rest

33.191

2

16.596

23.497

0.000

Pain in activity mode group

8.338

2

4.169

5.903

0.005

Group

0.376

1

0.376

0.162

0.691

Pain in rest mode

70.751

1.558

45.419

42.500

0.000

Pain in activity mode group

11.604

1.558

7.449

6.971

0.005

Group

0.142

1

0.142

0.103

0.751

Movement range in Knee flexion state

174.058

1.553

112.051

34.545

0.000

Movement range in Knee extension state group

7.071

1.553

4.552

1.403

0.256

Group

24.969

1

24.969

0.631

0.435

Movement range in Knee flexion state

34.093

2

17.047

17.425

0.000

Movement range in Knee extension state group

2.253

2

1.127

1.152

0.325

Group

0.320

1

0.320

0.021

0.885
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patients with osteoarthritis. At the end, this study confirmed the effectiveness of low-power laser and arthrosis
training in the treatment of patients with knee osteoarthritis, but it acknowledged that the dose and frequency
for laser therapy should be determined and the present
study was also consistent with the results of their study
[9]. A systematic review study was published in 2014
that reviewed 9 clinical trials. The researchers concluded
that the evidence does not support low-power laser as a
proper treatment for osteoarthritis and the main factors
in the effectiveness of the laser are wavelength selection,
frequency, and appropriate dose [12].
One of the reasons for the difference in the outcome
of this study with previous studies, relates to control
group. In previous studies, low-power laser was compared with placebo, but in the present study patients in
the control group received routine physiotherapy in addition to low-power laser treatment. In addition, previous
studies mostly reported short-term effect of low-power
laser, but in the present study, the long-term impact of
the laser was measured. In this study, wavelength selection frequency and laser dose was administrated similar
to past studies protocols (due to the limitations of the
laser device) and therefore, low-power laser was used. It
is recommended that in future studies, the effectiveness
of different wavelengths, laser frequencies, and doses
be compared with each other and also the effect of lowpower laser be compared with high-power laser. According to the study results, the effectiveness of low-power
laser in reducing pain and improving the range of motion
in patients with knee arthritis is similar to the effectiveness of the placebo laser.
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